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FRANZ SCHALK was born in Vienna on 27 May 1863, the son of a tradesman
from Linz. He entered the Conservatory with the intention of becoming a violinist,
studying with Josef Hellmesberger. He also studied composition under Bruckner,
and on his advice turned to conducting. He, his brother Josef, and Ferdinand
Loewe became ardent devotees and intimates of Bruckner, and to promote his
works they made and performed piano transcriptions of the symphonies. To make
them, as they thought, more palatable, they also made changes to the orchestral
scores, which, whilst recognising their good intentions, have been generally
rejected by posterity. At this time Schalk became acquainted with a fellow student
and admirer of Bruckner, Gustav Mahler.
His first post, in 1888, was at Czernowitz, but he soon moved to Reichenberg
in Bohemia. From 1890 to 1895 he was at Graz, where in 1894 he gave the
première of Bruckner’s fifth symphony. From 1895 to 1898 he was at Prague,
conducting opera and concerts. During his last year there he conducted rehearsals
of Mahler’s first symphony. From 1898 to 1900 he was at the Hofoper, Berlin
where he replaced Weingartner, and where in 1899 he replaced Josef Sucher at the
Komische Oper, his colleagues being Karl Muck and Richard Strauss.
Thus when Mahler appointed Schalk as first Kapellmeister in 1900, he was
an experienced and cultured conductor. The reasons for the choice, however, were
not musical. Of those Mahler would have preferred, some were not available and
others were Jewish; Mahler feared accusations in the right wing press that he was
filling the Opera with Jews. Nonetheless, Schalk’s talents had impressed Mahler in
Prague, and he was Viennese and Vienna trained. Schalk, in turn, wanted the post
to be near to his brother, who was seriously ill in Vienna.
Schalk’s first performances in Vienna were of Lohengrin on 8 February 1900
as a guest conductor, and, after his appointment, of Il Trovatore on 26 October.
Mahler and Schalk were not drawn to each other. Mahler’s attitude to Schalk
seems to have varied. At times Schalk may not have been consistently inspired, but
Mahler could rely on him for part of the repertoire. At other times Mahler, in his
obsession for perfection in every aspect of performance, would impose his views
on Schalk, even in front of the orchestra. Perhaps for Schalk the insights gained
outweighed the humiliation. Oskar Fried, Otto Klemperer and Bruno Walter are
seen as disciples of Mahler, but not Schalk. Nevertheless, when Walter,
undoubtedly his favourite, came to Vienna, he was never elevated over Schalk, and
whatever Schalk’s feelings, a decade after Mahler’s death he was among the many
who remembered the brilliance of Mahler’s productions; “now the interval is more
important”.
In Vienna he also conducted the Gesellschaftskonzerte from 1904 to 1921.
Reviews mentioned his “good classical tradition” and “his objectivity giving free
reign to (Beethoven’s) innate genius with the orchestra”. However, on perusing
reviews of Schalk (and others) it becomes rapidly clear that personal animosities
make for unreliability. Praising Schalk was a means of disparaging Mahler the

conductor; disparaging Schalk was a means of attacking Mahler the director.
Walter and Schalk were likewise played off one against the other.
In 1918 the Hofoper re-opened as the Staatsoper with Franz Schalk and
Richard Strauss as co-directors. Operas were frequently conducted by both within
a short space of time, thus it was a fine period for audiences, but it was not a happy
marriage and in 1924 Strauss left. Schalk remained in sole charge until his
retirement in 1929. Strauss is mentioned today as one of the 20th century’s great
conductors; it should not be forgotten that at the time in some works Schalk could
impress even more. Strauss presumably recognised this for in 1919 he gave Schalk
the première of Die Frau ohne Schatten. Schalk also directed the first Viennese
performances of Tiefland, Palestrina, Die Gezeichneten, Der Schatzgräber,
Ariadne auf Naxos, Der Rosenkavalier and Salome.
His engagements outside central Europe were few but prestigious. In the
Spring of 1898 he was a guest-conductor at Covent Garden and in the Autumn of
that year he travelled to America to succeed Anton Seidl at the Metropolitan Opera
House for the 1898/1899 season. His repertoire there was entirely Wagner and his
casts included Lilli Lehmann, Nordica, van Rooy and the de Reszke brothers. He
conducted on 33 occasions, including the Ring cycle, given three times as a cycle
and uncut for the first time in America. He also conducted 8 concerts, the
programmes generally of operatic arias with a few instrumental pieces.
Mozart’s 150th anniversary was marked by a concert in the Queen’s Hall in
which Schalk conducted the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra. Adrian Boult, 27
years old, noted in his diary that it was, “an extraordinary revelation in orchestral
playing.” He found the sound quite different to a London orchestra, the playing
magnificent. “Schalk is a great conductor and they understand him perfectly.”
Schalk conducted again at Covent Garden in 1907, and returned in 1911 to
replace Hans Richter, also conducting concerts with the Hallé Orchestra in
Manchester. Schalk’s performances of Fidelio in Paris at the time of the
Beethoven centenary were highly acclaimed.
Schalk, like Furtwängler, gave an uncertain beat. For the opening of the socalled “Unfinished” Symphony a firm beat is not necessary; it might even be
undesirable. However, the first two works in this album need to commence with
attack. Although at the time of these recordings the Vienna orchestra had known
Schalk for almost thirty years, these works nevertheless start rather roughly;
indeed, in a recording of the fifth symphony the opening ‘fate’ motive is more like
da da da da dah. But, once under way Schalk is a master of articulation and drive,
of architecture and rhythm. These features are well captured in Beethoven. In the
last work, it was one of his favourites, the Berlin players respond beautifully to his
calls for drama and tragedy in the first movement, and for peace and rest in the
second. Harold Schonberg [The Great Conductors] describes Schalk’s recordings
as “notable for their natural flow, refinement and lyricism”.
After performances, rather than socialise he generally disappeared to play
chess, at which he excelled, in a small café. He also excelled at sharp remarks. He
was not popular with colleagues, but he should rather be remembered for his
achievements wrought by hard work at the time of Vienna’s greatest glory.

Schalk died at Edlach on 2 September 1931.
Berlin was a major centre for recording continually from about 1899, thus
the Berlin orchestra appeared in record catalogues even before the Great War.
However, although Vienna was an important centre for vocal recordings up to
about 1910, after that relatively little recording went on there. Thus these
performances have additional interest in being the first significant records of the
prestigious Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra.
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